You’re striving towards new solutions
We’re presenting the best connections of 2014
Let’s connect.
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Energy
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Device Manufacturers

Practical connectivity for your industry
Our Industrial Connectivity innovations

»When creating our innovations, we never
lose sight of your future requirements.
This is how we shape the industrial
connectivity market over the long term.«
Industrial Connectivity means more to us than just connectivity, technology and
electronics. The profound knowledge we have of our focus industries and our
customer’s specific applications translates into practical advisory skills and gives rise
to solution-oriented product concepts. We have compiled current evidence of this for
you in this catalogue – in the shape of our product innovations.
Find out, among other things, how u-remote - our innovative real-time
I/O solution - is effective in shortening your work processes and project times.
With unique features, like the highest connection density on the market, you can
exploit your full potential. PROmax - our new powerful power supply series that
delivers the power you need, even at high temperatures - opens up flexible solutions
for ambitious automation. In addition, our 2-pin voltage tester with integrated buzzer
function allows you to test with the utmost ease and in compliance with standards.
Find out about these innovations and more besides on the following pages.
Let’s connect.
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At home in your industries
We establish the best connections

Growing technological requirements, such as energy
efficiency or cutting lifecycle costs, are industrial challenges
– and decisive success factors at the same time. We combine
sound industrial know-how with many years of developmentrelated expertise, and thus create flexible, forward-looking
connection solutions that grow with the needs of our dynamic
markets.
Be it automobile manufacturing, electricity production or water
management – hardly any of today’s industries can do without
electronics and electrical connectivity. In this internationalised,
technologically changing world, the complexity of requirements is
rapidly increasing due to the emergence of new markets. New, more
varied challenges have to be overcome, and the solutions to them
will not be found in high-tech products alone. Connectivity is the key,
whether it involves power, signals and data, demands and solutions or
theory and practice. Industrial Connectivity needs connections. And
that’s precisely what we stand for.
As an industrial connectivity partner, we support you in all your
connectivity requirements, from the cabinet to the field. To create
valuable innovations, we require deep insights into the needs of
people who have to master industrial connectivity tasks in machinery,
energy generation, process production, transportation and even device
manufacturing on a daily basis. What would bring them a significant
benefit? What specific challenges do their industries face? We ask
ourselves these questions and respond with strong product solutions,
tailored to each industry.
We connect people and markets, technologies and products around
the globe – that’s what we mean when we say “Let’s connect.”.
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You are looking for automation performance
u-remote reduces your project times
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Powerful power supply for machines and systems
PROmax offers flexible solutions for ambitious automation

Giving you control over your energy consumption
Our Power Monitors offer all the energy parameters at a glance
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Simple testing in compliance with standards
With our 2-pole voltage tester including integral
buzzer function
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For flexible device design with fully automatic SMD
installation
OMNIMATE Signal LSF-SMD combines efficient connectivity
with freedom of design
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Faster signal wiring taking up
less space
Our interface adapters for
TERMSERIES relays reduce
wiring times thanks to plug-and-play
A long service life is a key factor in a
wide range of industrial applications
D-SERIES relay modules deliver
impressively long-lasting high
performance
Tackle power supply economically
PROeco bundles all of the basic
functions in a compact design
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Your systems work with
intrinsically safe signals
ACT20X signal converters score with
their SIL approval
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Your systems work with analogue
current signals
ACT20P signal converters efficiently
tackle signal conditioning
and isolation
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Your systems generate a torrent of
analogue signals
ACT20M signal converters process
these in extremely tight spaces
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Integrate Managed Switches in an
even more seamless fashion
Our new firmware makes system
integration into EtherNet/IP and
PROFINET networks easy

40

Flexible connection of serial
and ethernet-based Modbus
participants
Our Modbus gateway integrates
them all

Robust Ethernet connection
directly in the field
Our unmanaged Fast Ethernet
switches cope with harsh
environments thanks to their IP 67
protection
Your PoE devices pose high
energy demands
Our Power-over-Ethernet switches
supply all devices – also via
Gigabit Ethernet
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42
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Easy stripping of cables with hard,
complex insulation
stripax® ULtimate and AM 16
accelerate your cable processes

Need to crimp in hard-to-reach
places
Then reach for our PZ 6 Roto L

Experience the best connections of 2014
online on our innovations platform:
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www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
Powerful three-conductor
installation with cross-sections
of up to 6 mm²
PDL 6 S enables convenient and
space-saving connectivity
Efficient device connection for
Industrial Ethernet interfaces
Our RJ45 connection components for
PCBs meet the highest demands

Effectively reduce your wiring
complexity in the field
With our pluggable M12 power
distributor SAI SVV
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Here, you will find all the technical information and
ordering data – also available for download.
If you prefer an overview in printed form, you can
also order the catalogue here under the following
order no.: 1515840000
You can also receive all catalogue contents
on CD: 1515870000
Let’s connect.
We constantly offer up-to-date ordering data and
technical details on our full range of products at:
catalog.weidmueller.com
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WIN!
Weidmüller Information
& News
In the online section of our customer
magazine WIN! we keep you up-todate about news and stories from the
world of Industrial Connectivity. Learn
through interviews, commentaries and
background articles, what moves us
and our markets to date. Furthermore,
the exemplary stories of our customers’
projects give you an idea of how our
solutions shape our focus industries in
practice.
Visit the magazine section of our
website with its regularly updated
news and stories:
www.weidmueller.com/WIN
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Electronics and automation | u-remote IP 20 remote I/O system

Electronics and automation | u-remote IP 20 remote I/O system

You are looking for automation performance
u-remote reduces your project times

Consistently efficient processes are crucial to the success of your project in
the machine and plant manufacture segment. The way in which the signal
connection is designed forms the basis of this. Implementing these powerful and
easy-to-handle components delivers advantages for installation work, machine
commissioning and subsequent plant servicing from the very outset.

Machinery

Why waste space?
Design your cabinets one size smaller: u-remote,
with the highest connection density on a
module, offers you the most slender module
width and a far lower space requirement for
power-feed modules - an unrivaled channel
density and extremely flexible design options.

NEW

only for u-remote:
32 connections
per module

Process

From the automation concept to a stable system, your process should
be fast, powerful and smooth. Signal connection solutions must be as
compact as possible yet still simple to use and handle. u-remote, our
innovative real-time I/O system, supports you with a multitude of clever
ideas. Let’s connect.

Simply plug and go
The plug-in connection level allows sensors and
actuators to be connected with pre-assembled
cables. This means improved time benefits,
better handling, and minimises the number
of mistakes in system wiring. Decentralised
automation modules in particular are so very
easy to transfer into productive operation.

Energy

u-remote offers you comprehensive flexibility in the smallest of spaces. Growing
complexity in automation systems is answered by innovations that simplify the
planning. You can achieve straightforward and affordable implementation with
faster assembly processes thanks to universal pluggability, which also translates
into far fewer wiring mistakes.

10
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Intelligently separated
u-remote separates the supply for inputs and
outputs using two 10 A current paths which are
able to withstand high loads. High productivity
translates into fewer power-feed modules and
therefore more space and less planning. And
your system can be quickly maintained while
retaining full diagnostic capability, as inputs and
outputs can be switched off independently of
one another.

You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections

Device
Manufacturers

More Performance.
Simplified.
u-remote.

Innovative functions for more efficient
automation solutions
With u-remote, Weidmüller has completely
rethought the I/O technology for IP20
environments. You can thus expect a system
that is full of clever details and allows you to
install innovative, cost-saving and easy-to-handle
automation solutions in your project.

Diagnostics, even
without a control connection
u-remote simplifies machine commissioning
section-by-section and accelerates maintenance
work with its integrated web server. Thanks to
the high performance diagnostic tool, you can
simulate the functionality of inputs and outputs
prior to control connection.
You can conduct plain text error analyses using
any standard browser – whether you're working
on-site or remotely.

Transportation

Superior diagnostic tools also allow partial machine commissioning even before
connecting controls, whereby the modular design facilitates rapid correction of
any wiring mistakes identified. The hot swapping function and systematic switchoff of the output current path constantly communicate with the control, allowing
re-commissioning work to be completed much faster too.
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Electronics and automation | u-remote IP 20 remote I/O system

Electronics and automation | u-remote IP 20 remote I/O system
One glance and you can see everything
going on
Clear assignment of status and diagnosis has
never been this simple. With one LED on the
channel and status displays on each module,
you can easily see all you need on u-remote.
The technician can see and rectify errors
without delay. Indispensable benefits for a safe
start-up and rapid system maintenance.

Achieving higher productivity is so easy
u-remote combines powerful technologies with
efficient processes

Machinery

Zero errors with greater performance
The clearly structured single-row connection
strip assists with assignment to the circuit
diagrams. Especially when working to tight
deadlines, this prevents wiring mistakes and
problems during service work.
Unique: The innovative HD modules with
32 ports allow for connection of 8 individually
pluggable 4-wire sensors.

Process

Direct insertion – direct savings
u-remote is equipped with “PUSH IN” direct
connection technology. The conductor with
wire end ferrule is simply inserted in the
clamping unit until the stop is reached – job
done! This technology delivers time savings of
up to 50 percent, compared to conventional
wire-connection methods, and without losses
on safety.

Extremely fast with huge power reserves
The u-remote has outstanding electronic
performance, with the high-speed system bus
achieving up to 256 DI/DOs in 20 μs. u-remote
offers an extremely fast response time and
precise mapping of processes in the system,
with up to 1024 I/O channels per station, as
well as huge power reserves for future use.

12
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Speed things up with modularity
The modular structure of u-remote ensures
rapid start-up and simple service. The compact
design enables intuitive handling which
reduces wiring mistakes and therefore lessens
the start-up times for machines and systems.
u-remote speeds up the replacement of
electronics without the need to alter wiring
during maintenance work, so improving system
availability.

You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections

Device
Manufacturers

A single power supply is enough
Keep your remote I/O station as small
as possible and simplify your planning.
u-remote has a 4 A supply path, which allows
64 I/O modules to be operated with just one
power supply on the coupler.

Transportation

Energy

Improve system availability
The system simply runs on and on. The
permanent base allows electronics to be
replaced without interrupting communication,
or the supply of voltage to your remote I/O
system. A reliable solution for minimising
machine downtime.
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Electronics and automation | connectPower PROmax switched-mode power supply unit

Electronics and automation | connectPower PROmax switched-mode power supply unit

Powerful power supply for machines and systems
PROmax offers flexible solutions for ambitious automation

Robust and reliable supply
MTBF values exceeding 500,000 hours and a
wide temperature range of –25 °C to +70 °C
ensure reliable supply of the systems. Start-up
temperatures of –40 °C make the PROmax
particularly robust.

Space-saving width
With extremely small width and direct side-byside fitting, minimal space is required on the
DIN rail.

Instantaneous loads at high cabinet temperatures place special
demands on the power supply for large machines. Our PROmax delivers
the power needed for overloads, even at high temperatures.
Let’s connect.

Machinery

+70 °C
to
–25 °C

Process

Power supplies for large systems and machines are particularly challenging.
Failures caused by device defects impact the entire production line and can result
in high costs.
Our high performance and durable PROmax switched-mode power supply units
are designed for particularly demanding requirements. Continuous overload of up
to 20 % or transient peak loads of 300 % are easy for PROmax to handle.

Powerful
Continuous output power of up to 120 % at
temperatures up to +45 °C and high output
peaks up to 300 % ensure safe operation, also at
the limits.

Surge protection devices
High boost capability for all industrial
systems
Whether in large machines, power or process
systems: Thanks to their high boot capability,
the space-saving housing geometries, the wide
temperature range and the numerous approvals,
our PROmax switched-mode power supply
units can be used for universal applications and
anywhere in the world.

14
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Device
Manufacturers

Universal application
Variants with 3 A to 40 A output current, output
voltages of 5 V DC to 48 V DC and numerous
approvals (e.g. GL, UL, Class I, Div. 2) enable
universal application solutions the world over.

Transportation

Energy

High boost capability and full power are also enabled over a wide temperature
range. Our switched-mode power supply units can be used around the world and
are also suitable for tight spaces thanks to their narrow width.

VARITECTOR PU - Class II
power protection for individual
consumers - offers protection
against surge voltages for
supplying industrial production.

You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | Power Monitor energy meter

Electronics and automation | Power Monitor energy meter

Giving you control over your energy consumption
Our Power Monitors offer all the energy parameters at a glance

Save costs
An internal memory, for instance, records peak
energy consumption values.

Simple energy controlling
On the one hand, digital inputs and outputs
enable you to link several devices and, on the
other hand, to signal that limit values have been
exceeded or error statuses have occurred.

Machinery

Clear display and simple operation
The four-line LC display with background
illumination makes all of the measured values
visible at a glance. The large softkeys allow you
to navigate reliably in the menu.

You want to use energy as economically as possible.
Our Power Monitor products help by measuring, displaying, analysing
and controlling your energy consumption, considerably lowering your
energy costs and enhancing grid quality. Let’s connect.

Process

Fluctuating grid quality, which is reflected in latent production failure risks, and
rising energy costs are factors that influence your competitiveness. To get to grips
with these influences, you wish to run a power management system that allows
you to record, analyse and display your grid data, as well as actively optimise your
energy consumption.

Energy

Our products from the Power Monitor series combine high measurement
accuracy with fantastic resolution and numerous programmable analysis
functions. This makes it easier to analyse the grid quality, optimally protect
sensitive machine parts and extend their service life. Detecting expensive
reactive power by analysing the conductors and the neutral conductor actively
helps to save considerable amounts of energy. Contemporary integration in
communication networks via USB or the RS485 port via the Modbus RTU
protocol makes the products of the Power Monitor series flexible in use and
rounds off their properties.

Transportation

With their wide range of functions, the Power Monitor devices assist you in
assembling a power management system that conforms to IEC 50001 and help
you to monitor low voltage systems according to IEC 61557-12.

Device
Manufacturers

Current transformers round off
measurement technology
In combination with our tube rod
converters, the energy consumption of
new systems of different size classes can
be measured. Ask about our retrofitting
product range.

Save energy
Performing a current measurement on
the neutral conductor can determine grid
imbalances caused by reactive currents, thus
actively saving energy.

Optimised energy consumption in
machines and systems
Determining and analysing your system’s
electrical characteristics is a complex task.
Our Power Monitor records and visualises all
of the relevant characteristics with extreme
accuracy, allowing you to save energy and
manage efficiently. You can use this as the base
on which to set up your power management
system.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Tools | 2-pole voltage testers

Tools | 2-pole voltage testers

Longer battery service life thanks to
a light sensor
An integral light sensor detects ambient
illumination and only switches the backlit display
if the environment is dark - resulting in a far longer
service life.

Ready for all environments
The housing offers a perfect seal against dust
and water spray. With our IP 65 certified voltage
testers you are always on the safe side.

Machinery

Simple testing in compliance with standards
With our 2-pole voltage tester including integral buzzer function

A 2-pole voltage tester belongs to every electrician's standard
equipment. Our varied product range simplifies your work with useful
features. Let’s connect.

Process

As well as determining the absence of voltage, voltage measurement over a wide
measurement range in conformance with standards, phase sequence
measurement or load connection, simple operation and good readability also play
an important role for the electrician.
Our 2-pole voltage testers are certified to current standards and are flexible in their
use. The practical buzzer function makes them easier to use and handle.

Universal application
Thanks to its wide measurement range of
0.3 - 690 V, the voltage testers are suitable
for all-purpose usage. DC and AC voltage are
automatically detected.

Diverse testing options
The voltage testers offer the options of
testing voltage and continuity both visually and
acoustically. Phase sequence and frequency can
also be displayed.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

Many other advantages await you, such as practical one-handed operation, visual
and acoustic continuity testing, phase sequence indicator, frequency display, load
connection and an integral battery opener.

Simple and quick systems testing
Our safe tools are particularly in demand in
machine construction where rapid response to
system faults is essential. A 2-pole voltage tester
allows testing of all the significant functions in
a cabinet, for example the absence of voltage,
frequency, continuity or phase sequence.

18
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Device connection method | PCB terminals OMNIMATE Signal LSF-SMD

Device connection method | PCB terminals OMNIMATE Signal LSF-SMD

For flexible device design with fully automatic SMD installation
OMNIMATE Signal LSF-SMD combines efficient connectivity with freedom
of design

Fast wire connection method
The proven “PUSH IN” direct connectivity
enables secure contacts up to 1.5 mm² without
the need for tools. Conductors can be released
simply and quickly by pressing the release
button.

Freedom of design in device development involves the goal of efficiently
assembling printed circuit boards so as to ensure quality.
Our LSF-SMD family featuring “PUSH IN” direct connectivity supports
the requirements of fully-automatic surface installation. Let’s connect.

SMD
Process

Maximum freedom with regard to PCB design calls for flexible terminal solutions
that can also establish secure contacts with composite PCBs made from glass,
ceramic or aluminium.

Machinery

Efficient assembly
Automatic assembly is supported by the tapeon-reel packaging in standard belt widths. Pickand-Place pads guarantee reliable attaching and
setting down.

With our new LSF-SMD family, we are satisfying demands for fully-automatic
PCB surface installation using the SMD soldering procedure. Two soldering pads
per pole provide a high level of mechanical stability according to IPC A 610 Class
2. A reliable connection is established without tools thanks to “PUSH IN” direct
connectivity.

Stable soldering connections
Featuring two soldering pads per pole, LSFSMD PCB terminals satisfy the most stringent
mechanical fixing requirements without the
need for additional mounting flanges.

Device
Manufacturers

Reliable processing
Use of the LCP insulating material means that
assembly can take place directly during the SMT
process without the need for pre-drying. There is
no risk of blisters forming.

Transportation

Energy

The 3.50, 5.00 and 7.50 mm pitches and the 90°, 135° and 180° conductor
outlet directions cover a multitude of device requirements and offer high
component density with a maximum connection cross-section of 1.5 mm². Use of
the distortion-free insulating material LCP, which is resistant to high temperatures
and has a moisture level of MSL 1, enables a high level of dimensional stability,
thus guaranteeing co-planarity for the reflow soldering process without the need
for a drying phase beforehand.

More design freedom for design ideas
Drilled holes and feed-throughs on PCBs cost time, take up space and compromise the freedom of developers. Our wide SMD range featuring “PUSH IN”
direct connectivity is economical and opens up new design possibilities. For LED devices featuring an aluminium cooling element, for instance, where no
holes can be drilled.

20
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | TERMSERIES Adapter – TIA

Electronics and automation | TERMSERIES Adapter – TIA

Faster signal wiring taking up less space
Our interface adapters for TERMSERIES relays reduce
wiring times thanks to plug-and-play

Connection to a variety of controllers
The standardised ribbon cable plug-in
connections enable connection of all the
interface system's pre-assembled cable types.

Fast supply and bridging of the auxiliary
voltage
Quick and safe supply of the auxiliary voltage as
a result of the TOP connection with "PUSH IN"
technology. Simple bridging is also possible
thanks to duplication of the connections.

Extensive wiring complexity leads to high throughput times in electrical
cabinets. Thanks to our TERMSERIES interface adapter, you benefit from
the speed of our plug-and-play solution. Let’s connect.

Machinery

Reliable and unambiguous wiring
Installation is unambiguous and safe thanks
to practical marking of the connections,
assignment of the contacts and the option of
individual marking using MultiCard.

To reduce wiring times, pre-assembled lines are used between the controller and
interface level and are simply connected to the TERMSERIES adapter. This enables
electrical cabinet throughput times to be significantly reduced.
Process

Our pre-assembled plug-and-play solution with TERMSERIES interface adapter
minimises wiring complexity. The adapter has a universal fit and offers a genuine
space advantage in conjunction with TERMSERIES products with identical
contours.

Both types of logic with one device
The potential switch for the lower level allows
the adapter for plus and minus switching logic
to be used.

Connection with our remote I/O
system u-remote
Use our perfectly matched cable
harness for connecting our u-remote
DI/DO sub assemblies and
TERMSERIES relays.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

Thanks to its symmetrical structure, the adapter can be connected to both
TERMSERIES coil and contact connections. The use of positive and negative
switching logic is also possible for the lower level with the aid of the potential
changeover switch.

Configure wiring-intensive
cabinets faster
Wiring complexity is especially high for electrical
cabinets builders of standardised series cabinets
in the field of machine construction and plant
manufacture, process control technology and in
shipbuilding. The wiring and throughput times
of your machines can be reduced with the use
of TERMSERIES interface adapters.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | D-SERIES relay modules

Electronics and automation | D-SERIES relay modules

For convenient servicing
Optional LED status indicator and test button.
With a long service life
The smart contact series connection and a builtin blow magnet reduce the contact erosion at
loads of up to 220 V DC/10 A.

You stringent requirements on your relay combinations in an industrial
environment. Our D-SERIES relay modules were specially designed for
ambitious industrial applications. Let’s connect.

Machinery

A long service life is a key factor in a wide range
of industrial applications
D-SERIES relay modules deliver impressively long-lasting high performance

Contacts for every application
Thanks to various contact materials (AgNi,
AgSnO, AgCdO), the products of the D-SERIES
are equipped for small, medium and high loads.

In many industrial applications, voltages between 110 and 220 V are used to
control actuators. Load currents greater than 100 mA cause these high voltages
to create wear-intensive light arcs on the relay contacts.

Process

We have specially designed our D-SERIES relay modules for all-purpose use
in a wide range of industrial applications. They are much more reliable than
conventional solutions and so help to minimise maintenance and replacement
costs.

For every control voltage
The wide range of coil voltages from 5 V DC
– 380 V AC enable them to be used on any
control voltage imaginable.

Device
Manufacturers

With extensive accessories
Flexible in use thanks to relay bases, markers
and pluggable circuits (e.g. LED or free-wheel
diode).

Transportation

Energy

The formation of light arcs is effectively avoided with D-SERIES products thanks
to contact series connection, built-in blow magnets and low-wear contacts – for a
noticeably longer service life.

Reliable at high currents and voltages
Requirements increase where current
consumption is high. D-SERIES industrial relay
modules are used where high voltages and load
currents impact on the actuators. For example,
when motors, solenoid valves or brakes are
actuated in machine construction.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | Switched-mode power supply units connectPower PROeco

Electronics and automation | Switched-mode power supply units connectPower PROeco

Tackle power supply economically
PROeco bundles all of the basic functions in a compact design

Rapid status diagnosis
The tricolour LED display and an integrated
status relay make it easier to analyse statuses
and errors during commissioning and operation.

Machinery

You are looking for a reliable power supply with basic functionality?
With PROeco, we are offering you a series of switched-mode power
supply units that deliver a high degree of efficiency and system
suitability. Let’s connect.

Extremely compact
With a max. depth of 120 mm, PROeco power
supplies even fit into small cabinets.
The compact design also saves up to 50 %
space in the cabinet.

\

Process

Even in series machine construction, switched-mode power supply units can
create a real competitive edge thanks to above-average performance values.
The efficient PROeco series offers all of the basic functions and delivers
impressively high performance and flexibility.
Our PROeco switched-mode power supply units are characterised by their
compact design, a high degree of efficiency and the fact that they are extremely
easy to service. Thanks to over temperature protection, short-circuit and overload
protection, they can be universally used in all applications.

Transportation

Energy

Solutions featuring PROeco are characterised by extensive safety functions and
compatibility with our diode modules, capacity modules and USP components for
setting up a redundant power supply.

Noticeably energy-saving
A high degree of efficiency of up to 93 % and
minimal no-load losses ensure low energy
consumption and a long service life.

Featuring high performance, failure
protection and a low height
Redundant power supplies, USP components
and capacity modules increase system reliability
and prevent costly machine downtimes. In
packaging machines and conveying systems,
for instance, which contain a multitude of small
cabinets. Even complex requirements can be
optimally satisfied in combination with the
compact, high-performance PROeco switchedmode power supply units.
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A

B

C

93 %

+70 °C
to
–25 °C

Power supply solution
Together with the uninterruptible DC USP,
the diode modules or CAP modules, you
can create a power supply solution that is
tailored to your requirements.

Device
Manufacturers

Robust and reliable
PROeco power packs work reliably in a wide
temperature range from –25 °C to +70 °C
and boast a high MTBF value of more than
500,000 hours.

D

You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | ACT20X analogue signal converters

Electronics and automation | ACT20X analogue signal converters

Your systems work with intrinsically safe signals
ACT20X signal converters score with their SIL approval

Quick error analysis
Cable or sensor faults are visually indicated
quickly and reliably on the device and a
diagnostic signal is sent to the controller.

SIL 2 / SIL 3
Our SIL certified products can be used in
safety-oriented applications.

SIL
Machinery

SUITABLE
61508

Signals for functional safety are also used in potentially explosive
zones. Our ACT20X products are recommended here, as they isolate and
convert reliably - while conforming to strict standards. Let’s connect.
Intrinsically safe signal converters with SIL approval are available for safety
functions, e.g. switching aggregates on/off, monitoring actuators or temperature/
pressure.

Process

Our ACT20X is designed for the conversion and isolation of signals from
Ex zones (zone 0, zone 1 or zone 2). The signal converters comply with
the stringent standards of the process industry, as well as mining industry
requirements.

Convenient configuration
All of the ACT20X modules are easy to
configure using manufacturer-independent
FDT/DTM software.

Reliable signal conversion in sensitive
processes
ACT20X can be used both on intrinsically
safe, as well as safety-oriented signal circuits
in the process industry (oil & gas, chemicals,
pharmaceuticals, mining). The safety aspect
of signal conversion in filling level monitoring
of tank installations or pressure monitoring of
reaction vessels is of enormous importance in
order to ensure continuous system safety.
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Can be used around the world
The ACT20X modules are flexibly deployable as
a result of their extensive approvals. The mining
industry is an example.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

Our products allow function messages in accordance with SIL within the scope
of functional safety requirements. Intrinsically safe signals are therefore reliably
converted to standard signals. Together with the SAFESERIES safety relays and
the VARITECTOR lightning and surge protection modules, we offer you a complete
package for safety-oriented signal circuits in the process industry and in energy
technology.

\"
;
You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | ACT20P analogue signal converters

Electronics and automation | ACT20P analogue signal converters

Your systems work with analogue current signals
ACT20P signal converters efficiently tackle signal conditioning
and isolation

Can be integrated in HART® communication
Signal converters are suitable for HART®,
transparent communication.

Reliable connection
Individually customisable protection against
mismatching.

Your systems and processes are controlled using analogue current
signals. Our signal isolation converters are the reliable and efficient
solution to signal conditioning and galvanic isolation of current signals.
Let’s connect.

Machinery

transparent

Rapid device replacement
Practical release lever for simple removal of the
female connector.

Process

Temperature, pressure, weight or distance: your system’s sensors pass on a wide
range of analogue signals. During this process, undesirable transients may occur,
causing faults and damaging your controls’ inputs.
Our ACT20P signal converter delivers reliable protection of controls and remote
I/O inputs against transients and voltage peaks. It also adapts a multitude of
signal variants to standard signals, in addition to being space-saving and efficient.

More space in the cabinet
Two channels measure a mere 12.5 mm wide.

Fault-free recording of measured data in
water management
During the final step of water purification,
quality values are checked. To this end, the
signals emitted by the measurement devices
are transferred over several hundred metres
from the switching box on the last setting
basin to the plant control room. There, they are
recorded, analysed and stored. For a smooth
measurement data recording process, our signal
isolation converters filter out all of the faults and
transients according to the latest provisions set
forth in EN 61010.
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12.5 mm

You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections

Variants for different applications
The range of products is rounded off
by the intrinsically safe ACT20X signal
converter and the high-performance
ACT20M signal converter, which is just
6 mm across.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

Its properties make the ACT20P signal converter a low-cost universal solution to
all tasks involving the analogue isolation and conversion of current signals.
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Electronics and automation | ACT20M analogue signal converters

Easy configuration
DIP switches on the side are used to configure
the input and output parameters, as well as the
response time.

Your systems generate a torrent of analogue signals
ACT20M signal converters process these in extremely tight spaces

Machinery

You are looking for space-saving, reliable and particularly versatile
components to convert and isolate bipolar and temperature signals.
We have once again expanded our proven ACT20M family to include a
product measuring just 6 mm across. Let’s connect.

Tolerance against noisy signals
Configurable response times allow for
customised adaptation. Noisy signals can be
converted with a slower response time.

u;\T

Our ACT20M family stands for the highly accurate measurement of voltage and
current signals, as well as their conversion into standard signals in a multitude
of applications. Indeed, our new bipolar signal converters and the temperature
converters are characterised, in particular, by their extremely fast signal
conversion. The high precision of the temperature converters makes them the
ideal solution for precise measurements.

Process

From current sensors in the energy sector, through torque, position or acceleration
sensors in marine engineering, to temperature sensors in the food and beverages
industry: reliable signal conversion and isolation is of prime importance in many
areas of automation technology.
Specially designed for time-critical
applications
With a response time of 30 ms, the temperature
converters can be used for particularly fast
applications.

Transportation

Energy

A high degree of accuracy, high insulation voltages, wide temperature ranges,
international approvals and outstanding EMC properties make the ACT20M series
the compact universal solution in signal conversion and isolation.

Convenient operation
Duplication of a bipolar input signal into two
standard signals allows signals to be simply
displayed directly on the measuring device.

Reliable signal conversion for precise
measurements
High measurement accuracy across wide
temperature ranges plays a major role in cooling
technology. In the manufacture of chemical base
materials, for instance, where many responses
are only generated within a small temperature
window. Another sample application is the food
and packaging industry, where the cooling chain
has to be consistently maintained for meat or
dairy products.
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Power supply via the rail bus
All modules in the ACT20M product family are
supplied with power by means of the rail bus –
simple and convenient.

Device
Manufacturers

Precise measurement
The temperature converters
external or internal cooling
point compensation feature
for J/K thermal elements
enables highly accurate
measurements.

PLC
± UI
823,6

You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | New firmware for managed switches

Electronics and automation | New firmware for managed switches

Easy maintenance
Diagnosis of the SPF transceiver used in
the switch reveals the temperature, voltage,
transmission power and reception power.
Transparent operation
Managed Switches are integrated in
engineering systems from Siemens (according
to Conformance Class B) and Allan-Bradley as
visible I/O devices.

Machinery

Integrate Managed Switches in an even more seamless fashion
Our new firmware makes system integration into EtherNet/IP and
PROFINET networks easy

Industrial Ethernet networks are an integral part of your real-time
automation applications. We allow our Managed Switches to be
directly integrated in the operating and programming environments of
PROFINET and EtherNet/IP networks. Let’s connect.

Process

Automation networks based on Industrial Ethernet always pose a challenge
for commissioning – particularly in combination with Ethernet infrastructure
networks in factory automation.
To make secure and simple network integration easier, we now supply our
managed Industrial Ethernet switches with a new firmware and a wealth
of attractive additional features. In this way, all devices can be integrated in
engineering systems featuring PLC controls from Siemens and Allan-Bradley as
part of an even more seamless process.

Complex automation technology –
displayed simply at a glance
The key element of smooth production facility
operation is having a complete overview of
all the automation components – in just one
application at best. With the new firmware
for our managed Industrial Ethernet switches,
programmers and operators view all the status
and operational functions in the usual software
environment.
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Increased security
Access via the MAC pro port can be limited
thanks to the Static Port Lock.

New firmware for your managed
switches from Weidmüller
Browse through our online product
catalogue at
http://catalog.weidmueller.com
and enter your device’s order number in
the search field. You can conveniently
download the new firmware under
Downloads.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

Additional benefits, such as an advanced VLAN, port blocking and a direct
Command Line console, round off the new features on offer. And best of all:
the advanced firmware can easily be upgraded for all existing switches.

Let’s connect.

You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | Unmanaged Fast Ethernet switches in IP 67

Electronics and automation | Unmanaged Fast Ethernet switches in IP 67

Robust Ethernet connection directly in the field
Our unmanaged Fast Ethernet switches cope with harsh environments
thanks to their IP 67 protection

Reliable even under extreme temperatures
Our IE-SW-IP67T-5M12 also works reliably in
an extended temperature range from –40 °C to
+75 °C. This allows flexible use over a broad
range of applications.

Decentralised installation structures place greater demands on the
devices installed in the field. No problem for our unmanaged Fast
Ethernet switches, which, as a result of their high protection class, are
ideally equipped even for dirty industrial environments. Let’s connect.

Machinery

&
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Our unmanaged Fast Ethernet switches are unrivalled, even in harsh environments
thanks to their high protection class. Dependably protected against water spray
and dust, they can be installed without problems outside the cabinet - for flexible,
decentralised Ethernet solutions directly in the field.

Process

The use of robust switches in the field allows you to integrate several Ethernet
field devices in your communication network.
Robust and contact-secure
Thanks to IP 67, the housing is extremely robust.
The switches offer five Fast Ethernet ports with
the M12 D-coded connection system.

Transportation

Energy

Configuration of your communication network is less complex as a result of direct
and space-saving connection in the field. Complex multiple cabling is therefore
avoided, which also reduces the number of mechanically induced faults.

Multifaceted M12 patch cable
Our M12 D-coded Ethernet patch cables
are available in various lengths and
outputs. We also offer you plug variants
that can be assembled in the field or
encapsulated plug.

Device
Manufacturers

Compact housing
The housing is very flat at just 27.6 mm and
can therefore be inserted in even the smallest
applications.

Protected Ethernet in environments with a
high level of electromagnetic interference
The harsh environmental conditions around
a robot or a conveyor system place very high
demands on electronic components, such as
Ethernet switches. In order that factors posing
a risk to electronics, such as dust, water spray
and high humidity, do not impair functionality,
our components offer reliable protection for your
decentralised Ethernet applications thanks to
their robust IP 67 housings.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Electronics and automation | Unmanaged Power-over-Ethernet switches

Electronics and automation | Unmanaged Power-over-Ethernet switches

High performance for specific applications
Gigabit-capable devices support 9.6 KB jumbo
frames and thus raise the performance of your
network.

Your PoE devices pose high energy demands
Our Power-over-Ethernet switches supply all devices – also via
Gigabit Ethernet

Reliable, also in the extended
temperature range
You can even rely on our Industrial Ethernet
devices at temperatures of between –40 °C and
+75 °C.

Different PoE terminal devices have different energy requirements.
Our high performance PoE switches deliver energy up to 30 Watt for a
maximum of four terminal devices. Let’s connect.

Machinery
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Process

With Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) switches you safeguard the power supply of
network-capable devices via the Ethernet cable. In inaccessible places or in areas
in which too many cables are a disturbance, you can install Ethernet devices
without additional cabling.
Our PoE switches can supply four RJ45 Ethernet ports each with 30 Watt to
reduce installation investment and costs, irrespective of the PoE terminal device
specification. They support 9.6 KB jumbo frames, which further raises the
performance of a network.

High flexibility of range thanks
to optical ports
Distances up to 2 km can be reached thanks
to the multimode transceivers on the optical
Ethernet ports. Further distances of up to 40 km
or more are also possible with the SFP ports.
Fast data transmission for your cable
monitoring
The use of industrial PoE switches is suitable
for quality control or installation surveillance
cameras, for example. Complex cabling is not
required here, as both data and current are
transmitted via a standard cable. With the
support of jumbo frames, our high performance
products realise the necessary high data
transmission rates.
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High bandwidth with Gigabit Ethernet
Our products send and receive data at gigabit
speed and thus enable a high data throughput.

You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections

Complementary patch cables
and UPS systems

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

Our IE-SW-BL05T variants also work reliably in the extended temperature range of
-40 °C to +75 °C and supply several ports with high power - both for Fast Ethernet,
as well as Gigabit Ethernet.

With a solution package
comprising uninterruptible
power supply, PoE switches and
patch cables, we guarantee a
stable power and data supply for
applications, such as surveillance
cameras.
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Electronics and automation | Industrial Ethernet Modbus gateways

Flexible connection of serial and ethernet-based Modbus
participants
Our Modbus gateway integrates them all

All-purpose usage
Bi-directional integration of Ethernet-based
Modbus TCP and serial Modbus RTU/ASCII
devices, thanks to freely configurable RTU
Slave/Master and ASCII Slave/Master operating
modes.



Count on high flexibility by integrating industrial devices. Our Modbus
gateways have been developed for Modbus TCP and RTU/ASCII devices
in almost all master-slave combinations. Let’s connect.



With a Modbus gateway you network serial terminal devices, such as an industrial
controller or our Power Monitor, via an Ethernet network and thus enable data
communication between all the devices.

Machinery

Fast response time and priority control
By means of the priority control you can
generate immediate reactions to a request for
urgent commands.



Process

Using our Modbus gateway, you can easily integrate automation components into
the communication networks of modern systems that are usually incompatible
with one another due to differences in technological status. Any devices, such as
the Power Monitor or Transclinic xi+ string monitoring systems, are combined on
a technological level - easily and without major investment.

Transportation

Energy

Our Modbus gateways excel by virtue of their simple configuration options. Both
products support up to 16 TCP masters in slave mode and up to 62 serial slaves
simultaneously. In master mode both support up to 32 TCP slaves.

02'%86
578
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Simple network cabling
Several Modbus gateways can be networked
together in a line topology using simple
cascading.

Device
Manufacturers

Uncomplicated configuration
Modbus RTU/ASCII devices, such as the Power
Monitor, are easy to integrate in a Modbus TCP
architecture.

Reliable data exchange on the assembly
line
In typical applications, such as on an assembly
line or in a wind turbine, the functionality and
performance of individual, specific automation
devices is determined. These integrate our
Modbus gateway in modern Ethernet networks
reliably and quickly. So you get by without old,
inflexible communication protocols.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Tools| stripax® stripping tool and AM 16 sheathing stripper

Tools| stripax® stripping tool and AM 16 sheathing stripper
Fast, cleanly and precisely
The unique stripax® ULtimate set of blades
allows you to strip all halogen-free, as well as UL
and similar cables.

Machinery

Easy stripping of cables with hard, complex insulation
stripax® ULtimate and AM 16 accelerate your cable processes

Simple prefabrication
stripax® ULtimate's new 3-stage partial
stripping function, the only automatic selfsetting stripping tool on the market, allows
highly accurate prefabrication of hard insulation
materials.

To ensure a reliable process, use our stripax® ULtimate and AM 16 for
processing halogen-free cables. Then there is no risk to your cable.
Let’s connect.
Cost-efficiency, elevated safety standards and the trend towards applicationspecific cables raise the complexity of wire insulation. Stripping just these cables
is one of the biggest challenges.

Process

stripax® ULtimate is our first tool allowing you to strip halogen-free insulation
materials and UL or similar cables. Even cables with hard or smooth insulation
present no problem – and the same is valid for our sheathing stripper AM 16.

A broad range of uses
Thanks to improved cutting depth setting, even
processing of different insulation thicknesses
with extremely thin-walled cable sheathing is no
problem. The practical readout scale supports
you here in fine-setting the blade depth.

Stabilising cable routing
The additional cable routing ensures that
especially thin cables are securely held and can
be stripped without slipping.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

Whether in a cabinet, in machine construction and plant manufacture, in rail
traffic, wind power generation, robotics, explosion protection, as well as for
marine, offshore or shipbuilding applications - with stripax® ULtimate and AM 16
we provide you with a solution to your stripping problems in all areas.

Strip hard cables in wind power
installations with ease
In wind power installations, elevated
temperature requirements for cables and single
wires of –40 °C to +145 °C lead to increased
cable processing complexity. In addition,
halogen-free components are increasingly
prescribed, as they do not produce any corrosive
or toxic gases in case of fire. With stripax®
ULtimate and AM 16, you can strip hard,
complex insulation materials with ease.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Tools | PZ 6 Roto L crimping tool

Tools | PZ 6 Roto L crimping tool
Ergonomic handle design
The shape, material and surface structure of the
grips are optimally adapted to the requirements
of daily use and allow for safe and comfortable
work.

Need to crimp in hard-to-reach places
Then reach for our PZ 6 Roto L

Machinery

No need to change tools
With just one tool, you can crimp cables and
wire ferrules over the complete cross-section
range of 0.14 to 6.0 mm². The time-consuming
task of changing tools is a thing of the past.

If you value stable, long-lasting connections, you can rely on
professional tools from Weidmüller to deliver precise results in an
instant. Our new PZ 6 Roto L crimping tool is another example of a
product designed to adapt to your practical needs. Let’s connect.
Crimping in hard-to-reach places, such as narrow cabinets, requires patience and
dexterity.

Process

Our new PZ 6 Roto L greatly reduces your workload. Simply insert the crimping
pliers as best you can in the space available: guide in the cables and wire-end
ferrules from the front or side of the tool.
Secure automatic stop
The automatic stop prevents the tool from being
opened unintentionally during crimping. This
helps you to avoid any incorrect crimping and
therefore saves you time that would otherwise
be used in additional labour.

Lockable crimp insert
With the lockable crimp insert, the advantages
of a fixed and rotary tool are combined. Avoid
crimping mistakes, yet remain flexible.

Rotary crimping insert
The rotary crimping insert allows you to insert
the wire-end ferrules either from the front or
side. For flexible working every time.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

The rotary crimp insert can be locked in two positions. You therefore benefit from
the advantages of a flexible and fixed crimp insert in one tool.

Crimp quickly and safely
In many installations, there is only a little
space available in the cabinet. That’s why our
PZ 6 Roto L crimping tool has a rotatable crimp
insert, which allows the wire-end ferrule to be
inserted from the front or side.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Connectivity | PDL 6 S modular terminals for three-conductor installation

Connectivity | PDL 6 S modular terminals for three-conductor installation
High current-carrying capacity
At 41 A, the PDL 6 S family currently has the
highest current-carrying capacity of all modular
terminals for three-conductor installation that are
available on the market.

Powerful three-conductor installation with cross-sections
of up to 6 mm²
PDL 6 S enables convenient and space-saving connectivity

A

Machinery

I = 41 A

Creating cross-connections in spite of the
compact design
The ZQV 6 enables cross-connections to other
modular terminals of the PDL 6 S family.

You want to connect sub-distribution boards in industrial and administrative
buildings, on ships or in machine controls. Our PDL 6 S family of modular terminals
is the efficient connectivity solution to meet your needs. Let’s connect.
When powering entire floors and parts of buildings or plants, conductor cross-sections
measuring 4 mm² are no longer sufficient nowadays. Here, more powerful connection
solutions, which are both space-saving and easy to install, are required.

Process

Our modular terminals from the PDL 6 S family are characterised by a high current-carrying
capacity and boast a compact design. Measuring just 116 mm long and 8 mm wide, and
featuring extensive labelling possibilities, they are predestined for a multitude of different
intended uses.

Compact design
Save space in the cabinet: with up to four
conductor connections and a one-sided
protective earth connection in a 6 mm² modular
terminal.

Simple cabling
Single and stranded wire conductors with wireend ferrules can now be connected quickly,
easily and continuously using “PUSH IN”
modular terminals featuring direct connectivity.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

As our family of modular terminals for three-conductor installation has been consistently
expanded to include “PUSH IN” direct connectivity, it now continuously covers various
applications with the same connection technology.

More power for contemporary
power supply
Sub-distribution boards in modern
industrial and administrative
buildings, or even on ships,
demand a high current-carrying
capacity and compact dimensions.
Here, you can count on highperformance installation terminals
that are able to reliably supply
power to entire areas and plants.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Connectivity | PCB sockets RJ45

Connectivity | PCB sockets RJ45

Efficient device connection for Industrial Ethernet interfaces
Our RJ45 connection components for PCBs meet the highest demands

Variable outlet directions
The 90°/180° variants allow optimum
adaptation to the various housing formats.

Machinery

Equipped for the future
The Cat.6 standard for gigabit applications
ensures that our RJ45 connection components
offer the best transmission characteristics.

A wide variety of RJ45 PCB sockets are needed for the data
transmission in Industrial Ethernet applications. Our products work
reliably even in harsh environments. Let’s connect.
Trends in technology, like the shift from fieldbus to Industrial Ethernet, demand
an increasing number of designs of RJ45 PCB sockets to enable adaptation to
individual housing design.

Process

Our RJ45 product range covers standing and flat designs, as well as versions
with the latching hook at the top and bottom to keep device dimensions small
and variants for the SMD or THR soldering methods. The PCB sockets guarantee
reliable transmission of high data rates.

Secure data transmission
The shielded design of our RJ45 components
guarantees their electromagnetic compatibility.

SMD and THR technology
Whether the SMD or THR soldering method,
simply choose the suitable product for your PCB
assembly technique.

Device
Manufacturers

Transportation

Energy

On account of the shielded technology, our sockets are also suitable for use in
environments with a high level of electromagnetic interference. Thanks to their
Cat.5 and Cat.6 quality, our RJ45 components are also equipped for the future.

There is a trend towards Industrial Ethernet as the standard
network in industry
Harsh industrial environments and ever higher data rates demand high
quality of the individual components. Conventional interface solutions
are often no longer sufficient, as data loss arises due to the absence
of shielding or the required speed cannot be attained due to low
transmission characteristics. Our shielded RJ45 connection components
for the PCB offer the best solution.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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Connectivity | SAI SVV M12 power distributor

Connectivity | SAI SVV M12 power distributor

4-wire PROFIBUS DP cable
An alternative to the stub – an M12 cable
with forward and return lines in a single
cable.

Effectively reduce your wiring complexity in the field
With our pluggable M12 power distributor SAI SVV

For supplying power in the field, for example to decentralised small drives, up
to now the 24 C DC had to be wired individually via modular terminals for each
component. Separately assembled decentralised distribution boxes had to be
installed for this purpose in the past. This is complicated and takes up space.

24 V DC
32 A

Process

Advancing automation does not have to mean increased wiring
complexity. For efficient 24 V power distribution in accordance with
IP 67 we provide you with pluggable M12 power distributors for up to
32 A total currents and 10 A per spur. Let's connect.

Machinery

Customisable
The T-coded M12 connectors are also available
in an angled version.

With our space-saving SAI-SVV power distributors, up to four components can be
simply supplied via a single cable. Reduced installation times and easier service
are further advantages. The SAI SVV is individually terminable using an assembly
hood and has 24 V plug-in stations in accordance with the IP 67 standard - with
10 A for power and 1 A for electronics per plug-in station.

Energy

Pluggable using M12 technology, easily terminable and hence time and space
saving, our small SAI SVV replaces your previous distribution box. The benefits
provided make it an unrivalled, unique solution for supplying power in the field.

Device
Manufacturers

Pluggable in as small a space
as possible
Space-saving 1:1 distribution in an M8
distributor housing.

Rapid customisation
Customisable up to 4 mm2 and high power
supply up to 32 A. M12 plug-in stations with
10 A for power and 1 A for electronics.
The electronics and power are routed and fused
separately.

Transportation

High performance
S-coded M12 built-in plugs for devices
with up to 630 V and 12 A.

Save time, money and cables
Many system components in the field have to be supplied with power.
Our power distributors are equipped with a pre-assembled housing
featuring sockets, and are suitable for voltages of up to 24 V. This reduces
the amount of cabling required and is therefore ideal for motors used in
materials handling, for instance.
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You will find technical information and ordering data online on our innovations platform: www.weidmueller.com/best-connections
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We cannot guarantee that there are no mistakes in the
publications or software provided by us to the customer for the
purpose of making orders. We try our best to quickly correct
errors in our printed media.
All orders are based on our general terms of delivery, which can
be reviewed on the websites of our group companies where you
place your order. On demand we can also send the general terms
of delivery to you.
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Weidmüller – Your partner in Industrial Connectivity
As experienced experts we support our customers and partners around the world
with products, solutions and services in the industrial environment of power,
signal and data. We are at home in their industries and markets and know the
technological challenges of tomorrow. We are therefore continuously developing
innovative, sustainable and useful solutions for their individual needs. Together we
set standards in Industrial Connectivity.

Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG
Klingenbergstraße 16
32758 Detmold, Germany
T +49 5231 14-0
F +49 5231 14-292083
info@weidmueller.com
www.weidmueller.com

Made in Germany

Your local Weidmüller partner can
be found on our website:
www.weidmueller.com/countries
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